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whilst a leisurely (and almost certainly incomplete)
chest aspiration is performed, and the relatively spent
solution of Mustine and its produces are then in-
stilled through the aspiration set. Under these
circumstances satisfactory results will not be ob-
tained. Published reports give an average of 50-60%
of patients adequately controlled with Mustine, for
example, Levison (1961). Personal experience
suggests that 20 mg of freshly prepared Mustine
introduced into a nearly empty pleural space in
200 ml normal saline controls 70% of effusions.
Haematological disturbance is usually not marked,
but systemic symptoms may be prominent for up to
48 hours. The. very high figure of 87% with in-life
control was reported by Kinsey, Carter & Klassen
(1964), who used 30 mg of Mustine in 150 ml normal
saline which was withdrawn after 4 hours, presum-
ably in the hope of minimizing the systemic distur-
bance. In this series the lung cancer patients had an
average survival time of 4-8 months. The local
iiritative effect of Mustine is probably at least as
important as its antineoplastic effect; this may ex-
plain why Thio-Tepa, which produces little serositis,
is less effective than Mustine. A further disadvantage
of Thio-Tepa is that repeated administration is
necessary.

Regrettably, cases are still referred for treatment
after the (predictable) failure of intrapleural cyclo-
phosphamide to control an effusion. Cyclophos-
phamide is activated in the liver, and is unsuitable
for regional use.

4. 3-Emitting radio-isotopes. Radioactive colloidal
gold is obsolete in the management of pleural
effusions, although it is still sometimes useful for
ascites, especially when the ascites is caused by
ovarian carcinomatosis peritonei. MacKay (1957)
reported benefit in only 50% of cases, and noted that
although there was a marked and consistent fall in
the concentration of malignant cells in the fluid after
radiogold, there was often no effect on the rate of
formation of fluid. This is consistent with the hypo-
thesis that subpleural lymphatic blockage is the
major cause of fluid accumulation, since the finite

range of the ,3-particle is less than the depth of many
of the lymphatics. The 10% y-ray component of
radiogold can have little therapeutic effect, but
causes avoidable radiation exposure, which may
reach 50 mr per hour at the foot of the patient's bed.
Radioactive Yttrium is a pure ,B-emitter, and Walter
(1960) reported benefit from its use in colloidal form,
but it has not become popular. Radio-isotopes are
an expensive and relatively ineffective way of
irritating the pleura.

It must be conceded that many patients can be
satisfactorily managed by repeated simple aspiration,
but this approach can be troublesome when it fails,
since loculation and encystment are not uncommonly
the results, and they make subsequent treatment
difficult.

In conclusion, the author's personal preference
for the control of malignant effusion in lung cancer
is Mustine, because it is effective, expeditious, and
cheap. For effusions associated with other primary
neoplasms, other approaches are often more
appropriate.
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Discussion
Chairman: DR J. R. MIKHAIL
(Central Middlesex Hospital)

DR MIKHAIL (Central Middlesex Hospital): You were
talking about putting nitrogen mustard into pleural
effusions. Do you advocate that the fluid is drained
completely offjust before you install thenitrogenmustard?
It has been our practice always to leave some fluid there,
then tipping the patient every 10 min to get complete

coverage of the pleuva. It is a very painful procedure to
put nitrogen mustard into a dry pleura and because of
this I have always left a certain amount offluid. I wondered
what are your views on this.
DR SUTTON (Hammersmith): I quite agree it is difficult

to get adequate coverage of the pleura and so what I
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Discussion

usually do is to put the mustine in about 200 ml of normal
saline. I imagine that the normal saline not containing
high amounts of protein is perhaps more likely to be
re-absorbed back into the general circulation than would
a high protein fluid deliberately left inside and perhaps
containing malignant cells. I think it is a marginal issue.
Yes, I agree it is painful and these people should have
adequate premedication and analgesia following it.
DR G. POOLE (Hammersmith): Could I clarify just one

point. When you began your talk you mentioned that
the survival time with the definite malignant effusion
from carcinoma of the bronchus was very short, about
4 months. I am not clear when you speak of the various
treatments whether you are suggesting they make the
life of the patient more comfortable and prevent further
aspirations or whether you are suggesting they affect the
length of life as well.
DR SUTTON: No, I am sorry but that was quite un-

intentionally ambiguous. Unfortunately for the sake of
brevity I have rather obscured the issue that the 90%
response rate was an unselected series of cases. For
instance, in that series there were twenty-three cases of
carcinoma of the bronchus and about forty of various
other disorders, mostly carcinoma of the breast. Twenty
out of twenty-three of carcinoma of the bronchus cases
did not require further aspiration in their lifetime and
they survived between 4-6 months.

PROFESSOR BLEEHEN: I think one should not lose sight
of mepacrin here. On the whole I use this routinely rather
than nitrogen mustard, and my impression is that the
response is as good and is less disturbing to the patient.
Mustine is quite disturbing to the patient over the sub-
sequent 2-3 days.
DR SUTTON: I would not argue the point strongly at

all. You may have to administer your mepacrin for 5
days in a row which is marginally more tedious than
giving one shot of something.
DR SCADDING (Middlesex Hospital): I was going to

mention mepacrin as I am an advocate of this. It is very
seldom that we have to use it for 5 days. May I ask also
in the breast cases to which you refer, could you make it
clear to us whether they are having additional treatment,
say Oestrogens or have you separated out those who
have just had local treatment of the effusion.
DR SUTTON: The way these series are reported it is not

possible to do that, and this a point I tried to make
earlier, that in all three of those diseases, lymphoma,
carcinoma of the ovary, carcinoma of the breast, systemic
therapy is available, and this reduces the significance of
conclusions you can draw from results in those diseases.
DR WADDELL: I was not terribly clear by what you

meant by removing all the fluid first. Do you mean that
you try to produce a normal X-ray or do you aspirate
the fluid until you cannot get any more or do you aspirate
until the patient is too distressed? I get the impression
that a lot of these patients had rather rigidly adhered
pleura either from metastasis or sub-pleural involvement
by the time you first see them. And when you try to

aspirate as much as you can you are left with an X-ray
which is still opaque and you don't really know what
you are doing at that stage.
DR SUTTON: I think really the point I was trying to

make, and perhaps I have over-stressed it, is that I do
not think it is much good somebody sitting down with a
needle and a syringe behind the patient, pulling enough
off until the patient begins to wonder if he is getting short
of breath and then banging some agent in. I would have
thought it better to put in a drain and leave it in if
necessary for 24-36 hr, re-inflate that lung gently
over that period and put your treatment in when you
have got as much out as you were likely to get out.

It seems to be a rather contraversial suggestion. One
or two people look distressed when I said that. I would
be interested to hear objections.
DR STRADLING: Just a point of clarification. You said

at the beginning you felt that the radio therapeutic effect
or 'ray' effect of any of the drugs you put in was not
important, and it is the mechanical effect that you were
after really. And yet you say it is mustine that you prefer.
Is there a 'non-ray' effect of mustine or are you using the
'ray' effect?
DR SUTTON: Can I substitute cytotoxic or cell-killing

for 'ray'. Again perhaps the emphasis is misplaced.
Obviously the use of mepacrine is wider than I suspected.
We don't use it at the Hammersmith, and to a degree I
am only entitled to talk about things about which I have
experience myself; I refer to the results. This has a very
minor cytotoxic action and yet as you have heard it is
very effective. I would have thought, not having used it
and being under the impression it was necessary to give
mepacrine for 5 days and that there were side effects to
that also. It seemed more convenient to use mustine,
of which I have most experience.
DR STRADLING: It is the cell killing effect you are after?
DR SUTTON: Yes. It is a marginal benefit if you like.
DR STRADLING: Has it other effects?
DR SUTTON: Oh yes.
DR STRADLING: Cell-killing effect is quite incidental?
DR SUTTON: Incidental, yes.
DR MCHARDY YOUNG: I was also confused as to why

radio-active gold does not seem to work. It seems to work
on intraperitoneal carcinomas, does it not? I just won-
dered if you had any further explanation. It is not just a
beta emission it is also a gamma, although these may not
be effective.
DR SUrrON: Only 10% of the emission is in fact

gamma and it is not really likely to have a very useful
therapeutic effect. I mentioned that we had only performed
ten interpleurals at the Hammersmith in the last 5 years.
We have performed something like thirty radio-gold
instillations and these have been quite effective. It is a
slightly different situation where it is carcinoma of the
ovary with myriad miliary seedlings over a very large
surface. For such small seedlings the beta-ray may very
well be effective, and get through it and radiate it homo-
geneously.
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